
5 WAYS TO REJUVENATE

A special report for dentists who want to reap the 
rewards of a clearly-defined professional identity



When you hear the word “brand,” what’s the first thought that comes to mind?

If you’re like most people, you think Apple… Porsche… or Nike.  Iconic companies with logos that even a 
Martian would recognize, right?

You’re not wrong. These companies have invested millions of dollars to convince you to think about them in 
particularly flattering ways--to associate them with your positive ambitions. 

Branding can also extend to a person. In Hollywood, celebrities have a Q Score, which measures their 
recognition and likability. 

(In case you’re wondering, Tom Hanks ranks higher than Johnny Depp, Beyoncé, and Jimmy Fallon.)

So, it might come as a surprise that you–humble dentist–have a brand.

No, we’re not talking about you personally. 

We’re talking about your practice, which includes your service offers, manners, and technical skill.

Branding, like gravity, sunshine, and traffic, is an inescapable reality. Your dental practice has a brand, even if 
you have not consciously created one. 

Think of your brand as your reputation. It’s how patients and prospective patients see you.

The good news is that you can always improve your brand. A premium dentist brand will attract new 
patients, keep existing ones happy, and lower advertising costs.

How do I know that?

Because we’ve helped over a thousand dentists across America do all three… often simultaneously!

And now I’d like you to meet five of them. With our guided and practical help, these dentists successfully 
rejuvenated their respective brands.

Q u i c k  q u e s t i o n .

To your good fortune,

Joe Barton
Vice President
RAMP Marketing

I N T R O D U C T I O N



UPDATE . TL; DR. Too long, didn’t read. It’s an abbreviation that you might have noticed “kids” 
(i.e., anyone under 30 with a smartphone) using today, especially when staring at a wall of text.

CONSOLIDATE . Even dentists who are quite sophisticated when it comes to advertising 
and marketing can get lost. That’s what Dr. Bilken of Dallas, TX told us when we first spoke over the 
phone. He owned several practices, but juggling the workload (along with a growing family) made it 
hard to stay on top of what his outsourced agency was doing:

Who can blame them? A long answer to a short question is one of modern life’s great annoyances. But 
TL; DR also applies to… load time.

Load time is the time it takes for your website to appear on screen upon clicking. The most popular 
websites in the world (e.g., Google’s home page) have the fastest load times. Conversely, the slowest 
loading sites are always unpopular!

When Dr. James* of Phoenix, AZ called us, he was… exasperated. He knew the website designed for 
him wasn’t bringing in new patients like it was supposed to but didn’t know why. After consulting 
with us, a few diagnostics tests (including responsivedesignchecker.com) revealed the problem. His 
website was slow. So slow, in fact, that the connection would time out.

Not surprisingly, prospective patients would click away. They’d find a dentist with a fast-loading site 
and book an appointment.

“I felt ripped off, honestly, because I paid a web company good money to put up my site. I forgot 
about it and…them, but obviously they didn’t do the upkeep. By the time I realized how pitiful my site 
was, the company was out of business.”

“Look, I like the word ‘FREE’ as much as any dentist. But I realized that all the ‘free’ stuff my agency 
was giving me–including postcards and directory listings–were costing me in recognition. The ads for 
my offices all looked wildly different. I didn’t recognize my own name!”

THE SOLUTION: We created a cohesive, recognizable design for all of Dr. Bilken’s advertising pieces. 
We stored the new assets in one file for easy retrieval and quick deployment.

THE SOLUTION: We changed his website from a static, brochure template to a template that adapted 
to the reader’s screen size. It’s called responsive design, and it drastically reduces load time. Additionally, 
we rearranged the content on his website so that it was easier to read, find, and build upon.
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AVOID . Fads, by definition, don’t last. Which means that if one is pushed on you (singing 
telegrams?) by an agency partner, you should probably… hold off.
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Why? Because fads exploit temporary opportunities. Soon enough, circumstances change, and the fad 
is no longer a viable advertising option. For example, penny clicks on AdWords. Believe it or not, they 
once existed! For the lucky few dentists who got there in time, it was a gold mine. Now? The only 
penny clicks a dentist could score would be for ads running in Kazakhstan or Nicaragua.

That’s what Dr. Stevenson of San Francisco, CA came to realize. In his words:

“When the new agency I hired suggested I do [XYZ], I couldn’t resist. After all, the account rep was so 
excited, I couldn’t resist her enthusiasm. Two years later, however, I can look back and see the flaws in 
her logic. No surprise, my faddish campaigns flopped… total lemons!”

THE SOLUTION: When the doctor contacted us, we could see his ads appearing on dozens of 
channels. The problem was that his target customers didn’t use those channels. So, we suspended all 
his accounts, save two, and concentrated on refining his message to maximize his ROI on those.

MONITOR . When everyone else is doing something, be… cautious. Looking at how other 
dentists advertise is a necessary and valuable task. We always advise clients to set aside time to study 
competitors. Why? Exposure to competition will open your eyes to new methods of advertising and, 
sometimes, clever ways to build your brand.

However, the problem with studying competitors is that you don’t–and can’t–know the full story 
behind their methods. Without that knowledge, they can influence you to do something that doesn’t 
make sense for your practice.

Dr. Watkins of Charlotte, NC was a textbook example of this phenomenon. She noticed that it seemed 
like all the dentists in her zip code were running ads on a very expensive review site. Here’s how she 
put it:

“When my office manager, Sandra, told me that the review site called for the 59th time, I finally threw 
in the towel. I signed a three-month contract that bled me dry… the cost-per-click was ridiculously 
high! How many of those clicks became patients? I’ll never know, because they wouldn’t share their 
data with me.”

THE SOLUTION: After studying her practice, we decided against renewing a contract for the review 
site. It just didn’t make sense until we could clearly articulate her brand. In the meantime, we encouraged 
patients to write honest reviews on the site, which helped boost her profile and capture new patients.
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Congratulations! You’ve finished the report. Sadly, for too many busy dentists, rejuvenating their brand so that it 
attracts new patients, keeps existing ones, and makes upsells easier never happens. Why? The proverbial hamster 
wheel keeps them occupied!

I hope I’ve made the case for a brand update. A brand, you’ll recall, is how patients and prospective patients see 
you. Adopting one or more of these action points will serve you well.

Furthermore, as a reward for finishing the report, I’d like to offer you a free strategy session with my team at RAMP. 
During our call, we’ll discuss where your brand is today and what it could look like in the future with our help.

Call us at 888.705.9896 to schedule this FREE, no-obligation strategy session.

RAMP is a full-service advertising agency focused exclusively on the dental profession. Since 2001, RAMP 
has helped over 1,000 practices grow their business through smarter advertising. RAMP HQ is in suburban 
Philadelphia. Visit www.rampresults.com to learn more.

*All the names have been changed to protect the innocent.
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But the real value in an ad is its ability to persuade the reader or viewer to trigger action. That requires 
a deep knowledge of the customer’s needs, wants, and fears. Without that, ad spending–no matter 
how beautiful the imagery–will lose money. That was the case with Dr. Toms of Pittsburgh, PA:

“I set aside 5% of my gross revenue for advertising. That’s conservative. But could I tell you where that 
money went? No! My receptionist could point out that we were getting clicks from Facebook but were 
those clicks coming in to see us? Not that I knew of. Why not? We couldn’t figure it out. After all, 
Facebook accepted our ads and they looked better than other dentists IMO!”

THE SOLUTION: The first thing we did with Dr. Toms was suspend his ads. We poured through the 
data from Facebook to piece together a customer avatar. What we found was that most of the clicks 
were coming from prospective patients who weren’t a good match for his practice. Because of that, in 
the first month, we were able to slash his ad spending by 35% while tracking visitors to his website.

HIRE . Producing a winning ad campaign is deceptively difficult. The advances in platform 
technology (templates, stock photos, demographic profiles) means anyone can create an ad. The 
simplicity of the process leads many dentists to put their front office staff in charge of their advertising. 


